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"Curiouser and curiouser!" cried Alice. (She was so much surprised that for the mo-
ment she quite forgot how to speak good English.)
So many out-of-the-way things had happened lately, that Alice had begun to think
that very few things indeed were really impossible.
Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland
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Master of Science (Theoretical Physics)
Parallel computing solutions to the Balitsky-Kovchegov equation
by Charlotte Stephanie Hillebrand-Viljoen
The JIMWLK (Jalilian-Marian, Iancu, McLerran, Weigert, Leonodiv and Kovner;
pronounced "gym walk") equation describes the energy evolution of observ-
ables in the colour glass condensate (CGC) state of matter, which is particu-
larly relevant to collider physics. Currently there are many implementations
of JIMWLK evolution in the spirit of the factorised Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK)
equation for the total cross section, including a number of efforts to consistently
implement evolution at next-to-leading-order[1–5]. Aside from NLO there is
a growing interest in studying new, more exclusive, observables, such as sin-
gle transverse spin asymmetries and transverse momentum distributions[6–8].
These require the inclusion of new degrees of freedom, which can be done sys-
tematically by extending the Gaussian truncation of the JIMWLK equation[9][10].
This necessarily increases the computational demands, both in terms of float-
ing point operations and of storage requirements. After a discussion of the
theoretical context, we address the first computational step and introduce new,
parallelised methods in code that evolves the BK equation. Parallelisation of BK
evolution using NVIDIA CUDA with implementation on a commercially avail-
able graphical processing unit (GPU) results in performance improvements of
roughly an order of magnitude over comparable serial programmes. This also
allows us to implement test cases which are often neglected. The code pre-
sented here covers only the total cross section case, but it is written with ex-
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A Gauge field (usually the colour field).
b Impact parameter.
g COupling strength.
N(r) In older sources, T (r) is called N(r).
p Momentum of the ‘target’ particle in DIS.
q Momentum of the photon probe in DIS.
Qs Saturation scale = 1Rs
Rs Correlation length.
S(r) Dipole correlation as a function of separation. Corresponds to the S matrix.
Sxy The dipole correlation for a dipole with points at x and y, or the energy-dependent
expectation value thereof.
ta An element of the colour group algebra.
T (r) 1− S(r). Corresponds to the T matrix. Called N(r) in older sources.
Ux Wilson line (path ordered exponential) representing the colour rotation
experienced by a quark at x.
U †x Wilson line (path ordered exponential) representing the colour rotation
experienced by an antiquark at x.
Ũx Adjoint Wilson line (path ordered exponential) representing the colour
rotation experienced by a gluon at x.
xbj Bjorken x = Q
2
2p.q
= e−Y (where p.q is the Minkowski product)
Y Rapidity = 1
lnxbj
∇ax Functional differential operator used to define the JIMWLK Hamiltonian.
λ scaling speed






1.1 The CGC, background fields and Wilson lines
The colour glass condensate is a state of matter particularly relevant to col-
lider physics. It describes a particle moving at very high momentum, from a
reference frame in which the particle is length-contracted and time-dilated, so
that it appears as an extremely thin sheet of very slowly changing material –
analogous to the eponymous glass. The non-abelian QCD gauge field leads to
the kinematic enhancement of gauge boson production by a factor of ln 1
xbj
(see
Section 1.2) through Feynman diagrams as in Figure 1.1 – particularly the three-
gluon vertex. For the massive W and Z bosons, this enhancement is prevented
from appearing by suppressions due to the mass, but this is not the case for the
massless gluon, resulting in a huge number of radiated low-momentum "soft"
gluons (hence "colour condensate"). These soft gluons produce a significant
background field which must be included in correlator calculations [11].
FIGURE 1.1: QCD is a non-abelian theory and the gauge boson, the gluon, can di-
rectly produce more gluons, as illustrated in these Feynman diagram vertices. The
three-gluon vertex in particular is kinematically enhanced, leading to significant back-
ground fields of soft gluons.
This concept is key to managing the contributions of the radiated gluons. All
soft particles (those which fall below some momentum cutoff) are not treated
individually, but have their effect absorbed into the background field. Because
the background field consists of soft particles only, it will have negligible ef-
fect on the momenta of the remaining hard (high momentum) particles. The
background field can nonetheless interact with the hard particles, specifically
1
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through colour rotation. The study of situations involving such fields has a long
history[12–33]. The colour rotation for a hard particle due to the background
field is expressed by the Wilson line for that particle. This Wilson line contains
all the information about the interaction between the hard particle and the in-
definite, but generally large, number of soft particles in the background field,
since these interactions must be restricted to colour rotations by the very nature
of the background field. These Wilson lines can then be used in calculating cor-
relation functions. Most applications of QCD will consider n-point functions,
which describe the interaction between n particles in a vacuum, we are forced
to consider the concept of a "Wilson line n-point function", which describes the
interaction of n hard particles and indefinitely many soft particles, which form




















where A is the gauge field – here the colour field – ta is a generator of the gauge
group algebra and g gives the coupling.
A consequence of this formulation and of the existence of a background
field is that coincidence limits in correlators take on a new importance. In an
ordinary n-point function, particle positions merely describe their relative sep-
arations, but in a Wilson line n-point function, the positions of the particles
additionally describe their situation relative to the background field and thus
are important in determining their Wilson lines. Coincident particles thus have
Wilson lines determined by identical field configurations; an antiparticle coin-
cident with a particle will have a Wilson line that is conjugate to the particle’s
Wilson line. These properties frequently result in significant simplifications to
n-point functions in coincidence limits. These symmetries are a guiding princi-
ple in making necessary truncations in correlator calculations, such as the Gaus-
sian truncation (GT)[9, 10, 35], which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
1.2 Deep inelastic scattering
It is convenient to discuss the details of qq̄ calculations and the kinematic re-
gion in which we are working by using the context of deeply inelastic scatter-
ing (DIS) events. These are events in which a projectile electron interacts with a
target proton or nucleus, shattering the target with overwhelming probability.
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(A quantum theory must allow for the possibility that the target is not shat-
tered, but the interaction is inelastic in the sense that this possibility is strongly
suppressed.)[36] The leading order contribution to the DIS cross-section is qual-
itatively different for different choices of the kinematic variables[34] and so we
begin this section by discussing the kinematics of DIS and the position of the
CGC in a kinematic phase space.
For the electron to interact with the target, it must radiate a photon. This
is described kinematically in Figure 1.2. The four-momentum of this photon
is labelled q. We consider the t-channel interaction in which q is spacelike and
define the positive quantity Q2 = −q2. We only consider cases where Q2 large
enough that perturbative calculations are valid. The momentum of the target is
labelled p, which allows us to calculate the invariant energy of the system using
s = p2 + 2p.q + q2. The p2 term simply gives the mass of the photon, which can
be neglected at the relevant energies, leaving two terms which contribute to the
invariant energy. The limits in which each of these terms dominate have distinct







FIGURE 1.2: Diagrams are to be read with time flowing from right to left. We adopt
this convention to improve the readability of equations involving diagrams. Here we
present a kinematic description of a deep inelastic scattering (DIS) event: an electron
radiates a virtual photon with momentum q, which interacts with a target that has
momentum p. The kinematic variables Q2 = −q2 and xbj = Q
2
2p.q parametrise a phase
space of possible kinematic situations.
A commonly considered situation is that in which the emitted photon is
highly spacelike and Q2  2p.q. The large value of Q2 means that the probing
photon resolves the photon finely and can interact with a constituent quark at
leading order[36]. This situation is described with a Feynman diagram in Fig-
ure 1.3. However, in this work we consider the other limit, in which the 2p.q




consider the limit in which xbj is very small. Then the 2p.q term must dominate
the invariant energy. In this situation Q2 is relatively small (although still larger






FIGURE 1.3: A projectile electron interacts with a target via deep inelastic scattering.
This diagram gives the leading contribution to the cross-section when the photon has
very high momentum q and the q2 term dominates the calculation of the invariant en-
ergy. The deeply inelastic nature is evident in that the target is broken into the particle
collection X.
than ΛQCD, so that perturbative calculations are valid) and the probing photon
has limited resolution. Instead of resolving the photon into constituent quarks,
at leading order the photon produces a qq̄ pair which radiates a gluon. This
gluon interacts with the overall target field (including soft gluons), as shown
in Figure 1.4 [11, 34]. In fact, the ratio between the time before the interaction
during which the qq̄ pair has been produced and the time over which the in-
teraction itself occurs (this latter being the highlighted section of Figure 1.4) is
proportional to 1
xbj
. In the small-xbj case, the qq̄ pair is produced long before
the interaction with the target. This is the situation with which we will be con-












FIGURE 1.4: The leading diagram for a projectile electron interacting with a target via
deep inelastic scattering at small xbj . Because xbj is small, the interaction is mediated
by a qq̄ pair which emits a gluon. Note that in recognition of the background field
present for such a QCD interaction and in anticipation of the notation we will need
to discuss the cross-section and the JIMWLK Hamiltonian, we indicate the Wilson
lines with arrows on the quark and antiquark. Additionally, the interaction period is
highlighted.
This kinematical situation lends itself to a phase space description, as in Fig-
ure 1.5, where the resolution of the photon probe, Q2 and the rapidity, which
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depends on Bjorken-x via Y = ln 1
xbj
, span the space. As the rapidity (or equiv-
alently energy) increase along one axis, more and more particles are generated.
If this increasing abundance of particles is not accompanied by increasing res-
olution, there comes a point where the particles can be treated as overlapping:
in this small-xbj region is the CGC [11]. At slightly higher resolution is the ex-
tended scaling region, where the assumptions of the CGC do not strictly hold,
but where CGC calculations continue to give surprisingly good fits to data[37].
It is only recent data from HERA that has introduced a tension in the extent to



























FIGURE 1.5: The kinematical variables Q2 and xbj define a phase space where parton
resolution varies with Q2 and parton density with xbj At the top right, where the par-
ticles begin to overlap, is the CGC. Beyond the CGC is a region denoted as "extended
scaling", which appears to have CGC-like properties, although it lies beyond the strict
definition of the CGC. The diagram is inspired by [34].






















where α ∈ [0, 1] is the longitudinal momentum fraction; r = |x − y| is the
dipole separation; and Q2 sets the transverse resolution scale. The virtual pho-
ton wavefunction is given by ψ and the impact parameter is defined by b =
αx + (1 − α)y. This will be discussed in much greater detail in the following
chapter, where we will make use of diagrammatic notation to elucidate the be-
haviour of these objects.
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1.3 Outline
Having discussed the CGC and the deep inelastic scattering process, we will
go on in Chapter 2 to introduce diagrammatic notation for the DIS cross section
and obtain its energy evolution by the JIMWLK Hamiltonian. We then consider
JIMWLK evolution of the Wilson line 2-point function, obtaining the BK equa-
tion with some discussion of truncation methods. We also derive the scaling
behaviour of the BK equation. In Chapter 3 we consider numerical methods
of solving the BK equation, with a focus on the parallelisation of the algorithm
and the computational techniques required for such a procedure. The structure
of the code produced for this project is also described in Chapter 3. Chapter
4 presents the numerical results of the code, together with some benchmark-
ing statistics to enable comparison of the performance of the parallel code with
other implementations; and such comparisons are made. Further work and ap-
plications making use of this tool are briefly discussed and the thesis concluded




2.1 The DIS cross-section
Before discussing the cross-section for this DIS process in terms of algebraic
expressions, we consider the process in terms of diagrams. In Figure 2.1 we in-
troduce further, more compact, diagrammatic notation, following the principles
of [35, 39]. In this notation we simplify Figure 1.4 by omitting the electron and
showing only the virtual photon, which produces a qq̄ pair and a target with a
colour field. Interaction between the qq̄ pair is indicated by a highlighted strip;
the special case in which there is no interaction is indicated by only a dotted
line at the point of coincidence (x− = 0 in lightcone coordinates). The Wilson
lines are indicated, although in the case of no interaction they must be one or
gauge equivalent to one; they are connected by a fermion line and we read in
the case of any constant field U †yUx = U †U = 1 by unitarity. This is particularly














FIGURE 2.1: These diagrams give a more compact notation for the DIS process (and,
by extension, other processes involving the CGC). The origin of the virtual photon
is omitted from the diagram, while the target, below, is immediately represented by
its colour field, which implies a rapidity-dependent averaging procedure. Wilson
lines are again represented by arrows, while the mediator of the interaction is indi-
cated only abstractly by the presence of a highlighted interaction strip. The outgo-
ing momenta and colour indices are indicated on the free legs of the diagram. In the
case where the particles pass without interaction, this is indicated (on the right) by
a dotted line at the lightcone coordinate point x− = 0. Although the Wilson lines
are included in the diagram without interaction, they must necessarily be one in the
absence of such interaction. Because of this, the colour indices i and j are simply the
indices of the Kronecker delta, δij .
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For convenience we refer to the sums of all relevant interacting and non-
interacting diagrams as |out〉 and |in〉 states respectively. To zeroth order (with
the order indicated by the subscript) these are
|out〉0 = + (2.1)
and
|in〉0 = + , (2.2)
where we now include the possibility that the collision occurs before the qq̄ pair
is produced, precluding QCD interactions. Note that this diagram in which
the collision occurs before qq̄ emission cancels immediately in the cross-section
calculation below.
To discuss probabilities, it is necessary to consider conjugate diagrams. This
is done by reversing the time direction of the diagrams and then restoring the
Wilson line arrows to their original directions, resulting in Wilson lines conju-
gate to those in the original diagrams. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2. (For






FIGURE 2.2: The conjugate of a diagram is obtained by reversing the time direction
of the diagram and then restoring the Wilson line arrows to their original directions,
making them conjugate to the original Wilson lines. The diagrams here are conjugate
to those in Figure 2.1. Note the the coordinates and colour indices are distinct from
those in Figure 2.1, but that they will be identified by the phase space integration and
colour sum in the cross-section calculation.
We can now represent the cross-section diagrammatically by looking at the
difference between all possible interactions, the |out〉 state, subtracting the case
Chapter 2. JIMWLK Evolution 9









We adopt the convention that by multiplying these diagrams we imply inte-
gration over phase space, which identifies the final state coordinates, as well as
summing over colour, so that we contract the Wilson lines from both diagrams.
The target wave function factors ( · · · ) encode a path integral over possi-
ble Wilson line configurations with Y -dependent weighting. The integral over
group elements is performed with a Haar measure[34, 40] and has the effect of
producing a rapidity-dependent average of the target field.
We can simplify Equation 2.3 by noting that
= . (2.4)
The closed fermion loop gives the trace [39] tr(U †yUxU †xUy) = tr(1); the dia-











Now we can write down the photon line as the qq̄ Fock component of the
virtual photon. Information about the target and the dipole is contained in
the traces of Wilson lines, which are averaged in some Y -dependent fashion,
to be determined by the JIMWLK (Jalilian-Marian, Iancu, McLerran, Weigert,
Leonodiv and Kovner, pronounced "gym walk") equation[12–20] (or equiva-
lently by the Balitsky hierarchy [29]) and, to leading order, by the BK equa-
tion[34]. This is described in greater detail in Section 2.2. With this in mind, we
10 Chapter 2. JIMWLK Evolution






















Here α ∈ [0, 1] is the longitudinal momentum fraction; r = |x− y| is the dipole
separation; and Q2 sets the transverse resolution scale. The impact parameter
is defined by b = αx+ (1− α)y. 1
This equation amounts to a convolution of the wavefunction (squared) with












where the energy-dependent average becomes the focus of the expression.
Noticing the role of the average above in determining whether or not the
dipole interacts with the rest of the system, we define that average as 〈T 〉 = 1−
〈S〉. 〈S〉 is the dipole correlator or Wilson line 2-point function[11]: if the qq̄ pair
is correlated, it is indistinguishable from a gluon and does not interact with the
system. in this situation, S = 1. If the qq̄ pair is decorrelated, the constituents
interact independently with the target and we have S = 0 and T = 1. Of
course, we can only calculate expectation values for S (or equivalently T ), and
these values will range between 0 and 1, depending on the probability the the






















We note the the situation in which the dipole separation distance is 0 is one
of the special coincidence limits discussed in Section 1.1 above. In the limit
x → y the correlator reduces to S = 1, since UyU †y = 1. On the other hand,
when x and y are far apart, Ux and U †y are unrelated, so UxU †y averages to zero.
Since the space is Nc-dimensional, the trace of 1 is Nc and the correlator is zero.
This behaviour is intuitively reasonable: coincident particles are guaranteed to
1This definition of the impact parameter is chosen so that b is the Fourier conjugate to mo-
mentum transfer. It is parametrised over the dipole separation be α.
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be correlated, while particles at infinite separation must be decorrelated. The
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FIGURE 2.3: The dipole correlator expectation value, 〈S(r)〉Y , decreases monotoni-
cally from 1 to 0 as r goes from 0 to∞.
We choose from amongst several similar and equally valid definitions2 to
define the correlation length, Rs(Y ), as the dipole separation below which the
qq̄ pair is more likely to be correlated than decorrelated. That is, 〈S(Rs)〉Y =
1
2
. The inverse of the correlation length is the saturation scale, Qs = 1Rs . Rs
decreases with increasing rapidity and is used to define the scaling speed when
the scaling behaviour of the dipole function’s evolution is quantified [41].
2.2 Energy evolution
The rapidity dependence (or equivalently energy dependence, in our context)
of the dipole correlator is described by the JIMWLK equation. JIMWLK is a
renormalisation group (RG) equation that tracks leading log corrections to dia-
grams such as Figure 1.4 [34]. These logarithmically large contributions contain
factors of the form ln 1
xbj
= Y , which are large when xbj is small and which in-
crease with rapidity. JIMWLK thus describes the energy evolution of the Wilson
line n-point functions associated with the interaction. This is expressed through
2of the form 〈S(Rs)〉Y = c, where the precise value of c ∈ [0, 1] has little impact
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the action of the JIMWLK Hamiltonian. As with the DIS cross-section, before
writing down the JIMWLK Hamiltonian, we will discuss its action in terms of
diagrams. We do so using the fact that increasing the available energy can be
expressed diagrammatically by introducing an additional gluon. Since we will
always be interested in the introduction of a gluon at either the quark or the
antiquark, we introduce a notation for the summation of gluon vertices, so that
we can represent both of these cases in a single diagram. We also represent the
adjoint Wilson line associated with the gluon as an arrow on the gluon line; if
the gluon is produced in a way that precludes interaction with the target, there
is no Wilson line. Then we have
= + (2.10)
and similarly for other gluon insertions. This allows us to make a list of cor-





. Including these corrections, the
|out〉1 state is
|out〉1 = + + + + + +
+ + + + qq̄g2-Fock component + NLO.
(2.11)
The qq̄g2-Fock component is mentioned, but not explicitly drawn out, as it will
not contribute to the cross-section at order αs and thus can be neglected here.
To obtain the "nothing happens" |in〉 state including corrections, we can sim-
ply consider Equation 2.11 without interactions. In cases where there could
already be no interaction, this means some diagrams are unchanged. We obtain
|in〉1 = + + + + + +
+ + + + qq̄g2-Fock component + NLO.
(2.12)
While we can formally write down these corrections, we should expect their
contribution to be zero, since the lack of interaction is not energy-dependent.
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This cancellation[35] is realised through the identities
+ = 0 (2.13)
and
+ + = 0. (2.14)
Thus only the first diagram on the |in〉1 state’s first line remains, while the di-
agrams in the second line will immediately cancel with the second line of the
|out〉1 state when we calculate the cross-section. To do so, we consider the quan-
tity ||out〉1 − |in〉1|2 in diagrams:∣∣∣∣∣
(










We note that the last five diagrams in this expression cancel amongst them-
selves according to Equations 2.13 and 2.14. Retaining these significantly ex-
pands the number of diagrams which we consider in the 〈in|out〉 and 〈out|in〉
states, since this cancellation removes all diagrams with three free final state
coordinates. Since diagrams with different numbers of free coordinates are in
different parts of the Fock space, their overlap is zero. Thus cancelling the three-
coordinate |in〉 state diagrams would mean that the overlap of the |in〉 state with
all three-coordinate diagrams is zero. However, since we wish to also consider
other cancellation structures, we retain these terms for completeness.
As the foregoing discussion suggests, we will consider the various cross-
section terms separately: the 〈in|in〉 term, the 〈out|out〉 term and the 〈in|out〉
term, with its complex conjugate 〈out|in〉. The 〈in|in〉 term is the simplest of
these: it does not provide corrections, as the only apparent corrections to the |in〉
state cancel. The 〈out|out〉 state also does not provide corrections, as long as we
consider the inclusive cross-section, but the cancellation bears some discussion.
Figure 2.4 gives the contributions to the 〈out|out〉 overlap in tabular form.
Each of the first three rows of the table cancels through final state cancellations.
These come from the fact that a qq̄g vertex can be moved across the final vertex
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at the cost of a negative sign and a symmetry factor. The symmetry factors are
exactly such that the rows cancel. The last row cancels for independent reasons:
each diagram in the last row only contains Wilson lines when they are directly
adjacent to their conjugates. By unitarity, these diagrams cannot contribute to
corrections. We observe, however, that the diagrams in the central column of
Figure 2.4 only cancel because we consider an inclusive cross-section. Although
one might hope for the cancellation pattern to hold in general, this is not the
case. Considering exclusive production requires that the |out〉 state be filtered
according to the desired event. This procedure would alter the diagrams in






FIGURE 2.4: Contributions to the 〈out|out〉 term of the cross-section with first order
corrections. Each of the first three rows cancels due to final state cancellations, while
the last row cancels due to the adjacency of Wilson lines and their conjugates. Placing
restrictions on the final states, as for exclusive observables would ruin the cancellation
pattern of the middle column.
Having determined that neither the 〈in|in〉 nor the 〈out|out〉 term contributes
to the inclusive cross-section, we turn our attention to the 〈in|out〉 term. Figure
2.5 displays the contributions in tabular form.
Since this term and its conjugate are the only ones that remain to contribute
to the cross-section corrections, we expect to see terms of the type that one ob-
tains by deriving JIMWLK through the optical theorem. These are the virtual
gluon terms of the right hand column and indeed, we can cancel the first two
columns. The first column cancels by Equation 2.14 while the middle column





FIGURE 2.5: Contributions to the 〈in|out〉 term of the cross-section with first order
corrections. The first two columns each cancel, leaving the diagrams that correspond
to the virtual corrections found when deriving JIMWLK via the optical theorem.
However, the top three rows also cancel, so that the bottom row must be equivalent
to the right column.
cancels by application of Equation 2.13 to the upper pair and lower pair of di-
agrams independently. Then our corrections consist of the virtual gluon dia-
grams in the right column of Figure 2.5, together with their complex conjugates
from the 〈out|in〉 term.
However, we can also consider final state cancellations, as we did for the
〈out|out〉 term. If we do this, the first three rows cancel, leaving only the bot-
tom row. The bottom row is therefore required by consistency to be equal to the
right column. This allows us to alternatively interpret JIMWLK evolution as
consisting of gluon emission to the final state balanced by virtual gluon emis-
sion, since we have shown that it is equivalent to the virtual gluon corrections
expression. We can write this equality as
+ + =
= + + (2.16)
Having this diagrammatic understanding of the higher-energy corrections,
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with the convention that repetition of x, y, z indices represents integration over





where δ is a normal functional derivative that acts with respect to the compo-





From unitarity we know that UxU †x = 1 and so these functional differential
operators must act not only on Wilson lines, but also on their conjugates. Their
actions are:
i∇axUy = −Uxtaδxy, (2.20)
i∇axU †y = taU †xδxy, (2.21)
i∇̄axUy = taUxδxy, (2.22)
i∇̄axU †y = −U †xtaδxy. (2.23)
We see that the operator essentially acts by seeking out Wilson lines and
introducing a ta factor, which corresponds to a gluon insertion. The first two
terms in the curly braces of Equation 2.17 act to introduce gluons away from
the interaction region, without adjoint Wilson lines, while the latter terms in-
troduce gluons that participate in the interaction, along with the requisite ad-
joint Wilson lines. This corresponds to the introduction of gluons that has been
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= + + (2.24)
where the last line can be replaced according to Equation 2.16 as desired. The
effect of the JIMWLK Hamiltonian is thus, by construction, to produce the cor-
rected expression for the cross-section, as we have derived it diagrammatically.
2.3 The BK equation
Since Equations 2.5 and 2.6 for the dipole cross-section contain the dipole func-
tion Ŝxy = 1Nc tr(UxU
†
y), we can separate out the JIMWLK evolution of just this
component, to obtain a dipole evolution equation. This equation is[34]
d
dY







〈[Ũz]abtr(taUxtbU †y)〉Y − Cf〈tr(UxU †y)〉Y
)
. (2.25)
At leading order the kernel is
Kxzy =
(x− y)2
(x− z)2(z − y)2
. (2.26)
To arrive at the BK equation, we use the (normalised) definition of the dipole
correlator, Sxy, from Equation 2.9, together with the Fierz identity, which is
[Ũz]














N2c ŜxzŜzy − Ŝxy
)
. (2.28)
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We note immediately that the 2-coordinate function, Ŝxy involving x and
y depends on a function of three coordinates: x, y and z. In turn the 3-point
function depends on the four point function and so on in an infinite hierarchy.
To make progress we will have to somehow truncate the hierarchy. The sim-
plest, although not necessarily the most elegant, solution is to simply factorise
the average (the so-called large-Nc approximation), so that the dependence is






























This is now a solvable equation, although it does not respect all the origi-
nal symmetries of the system. Particularly, the coincidence limits (as discussed
in Section 1.1) are not preserved by the transformation. One might therefore
wish to consider alternative truncations which do preserve these symmetries.
The Gaussian Truncation (GT) has this property. We therefore also consider the
result of treating Equation 2.25 with the GT. To do so, we note the following re-
sults for a 2-point function GY,xy involving multi-U -correlators within the GT[9,
10, 35]:
tr(〈UxU †y〉Y ) = Nce−CfGY,xy (2.32)
and
[Ũz]
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At first glance, this is quite different from Equation 2.31, but there is a sur-
prising relationship between GY,xy and Ŝxy(Y ), which we can derive by multi-




























If we now define SGxy = e
−Nc
2














which has exactly the same form as Equation 2.31. Since we have divided
through by e−CfGY,xy and then multiplied through by e−
Nc
2
GY,xy , the procedure





. The by-hand factorisation
procedure can thus said to be related to the Gaussian truncation by taking the
large-Nc limit in the exponent.
Solutions to the BK equation can thus be transformed to give GY,xy in the
large-Nc limit, yielding improved fits to data. Because this relationship is so
straightforward, we make use of the by-hand factorisation of the BK equa-
tion, which has a computationally simple form, for the calculational part of
this work.
2.3.1 Divergences
Upon a brief inspection, it appears that the integral in equation 2.31 is not well
defined, as the denominator (x− z)2(z − y)2 is 0 at both z = y and z = x. On
closer inspection one can show that the infinite parts of the integral cancel in
the sense of the Cauchy principle value of the integral. The result is thus finite
and usable: we demonstrate this below by considering the Taylor expansion of
the integrand.
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In this discussion and subsequently, we write 〈Sxy〉Y simply as Sxy, leaving
the averaging implicit. Since we have assumed factorisation in the derivation of
the BK equation, we no longer need to indicate at what point the averaging pro-
cedure is performed, so that this notation is not ambiguous, if it is understood
that the Sxy represents only the expectation value of the Wilson line 2-point
function.
The integrand which we wish to expand is then (including only those terms
which cannot be factored out of the integral),
I =
SxzSzy − Sxy
(x− z)2 (z − y)2
. (2.39)
Since this is exactly symmetrical under exchange of x and y, we need only
demonstrate the behaviour at one of these points. We choose to do so at y and
furthermore choose our coordinate system such that y = 0. In this coordinate





We can also transform into polar coordinates, replacing the two-dimensional
vector z with a radial coordinate z = |z| and an angular coordinate θ. We
choose the rotation of our coordinate system so that θ is the angle between x
and z. The transformation introduces a Jacobian factor of z, so that the inte-




x2 + z2 − 2xz cos θ)S(z)− S(x)
(x2 + z2 − 2xz cos θ) (z)
. (2.41)
If we Taylor expand the numerator of I ′ around z = 0, we know that each term
in the expansion will carry a factor of zn. From the n = 2 term, the integrand is
clearly finite. For n = 1, there is a factor of the form z
z
. The integrand is thus not
defined at the origin; however the limit as z → 0 is defined and finite. Since the
value at a single point will not alter the result of the integral, the denominator
will not cause the integral to diverge. All that remains to be shown is that the
n = 0 term is well behaved. This term is
S(x)S(0)− S(x)
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, but recalling that S(0) = 1, this term must be zero and will not cause the
integral to diverge.
From the symmetry of equation 2.31, we can handle the z = x case in exactly
the same way. Although the integrand is not defined at the z = x point, the limit
is well behaved and therefore the integral will not diverge.
2.3.2 Scaling of the BK equation
A peculiarity of the BK equation is its scaling behaviour: when the coupling,
αs, is fixed, dipole evolution eventually reaches a point where each evolution
step is simply a logarithmic rescaling of the dipole function. This allows us to
consider the dipole function without knowledge of initial conditions, as once
the function reaches this scaling state, it no longer shows dependence on its
initial condition. It is also useful as a test of any numerical simulation of dipole
evolution. This scaling behaviour is in part a consequence of the saturation
features of the CGC, although also on parameters such as the running (or lack
thereof) of the coupling constant. We will demonstrate this scaling behaviour
numerically in subsequent chapters, but before commencing numerical work,
it is possible to determine analytically some of the properties of the scaling
solution. We do so here, following the argument of [41]. In the process we
define the scaling speed, λ and derive some of its properties. We expect that
the scaling speed determined numerically must share these properties and will
demonstrate that this is the case in Chapter 4.
We will assume for the remainder of this section that Sxy(Y ) is a scaling
solution of the BK equation in order to determine the properties of such a solu-
tion. If Sxy scales, it does not depend on the dipole separation r and rapidity
Y independently, but rather on their combination. It is thus useful to define






. All of the rapidity dependence is contained in this
scaling of ξ, so that we can write S(r, Y ) = S(ξ).
Before dealing with the dipole function and the BK equation directly, we
will prove two identities for arbitrary functions of ξ. Firstly, consider the Y -
derivative of such a function:
∂
∂Y
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We also calculate the r2 derivative of an arbitrary function of ξ:
∂
∂r2
















Now consider the LHS of the BK equation (equation 2.31). We divide through


















using the identity of equation 2.42. Then we can use equation 2.43 to substitute
for 1
r2















We can now transform the integration variables to r2 and θ and apply the fun-













If we divide the RHS of equation 2.31 by r2 and the integrate over all possi-














(SY (r − z)SY (z)− SY (r)). (2.47)
But since SY (r) is a scaling solution, integrating out the spatial dependence, as
in equation 2.47 above, must leave a Y -independent result. Then ∂
∂Y
(lnQ2s(Y ))






= αsC =: λ (2.48)
where C is given by






(SY (r − z)SY (z)− SY (r)) . (2.49)
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Solving equation 2.48 for Q2s gives
Q2s = Λ
2eαsCY . (2.50)
The constant Λ is fixed by the initial condition of equation 2.48 and typically
Λ ≈ ΛQCD. Thus we see that for the logarithmic scaling described by depen-
dence through ξ, Q2s must grow exponentially. We also see that the quantity
λ = ∂
∂Y
(lnQ2s(Y )) becomes constant when the solution scales exactly. This value
is known as the scaling speed and does not depend on the initial conditions. We
will calculate the value of this constant in the numerical work to follow.
While useful, this discussion of scaling behaviour holds strictly only for
fixed coupling. Allowing the coupling to vary with the energy scale is a phe-
nomenological method of including higher-order effects [41] and slows the com-
pression of the dipole function. The slowing of the compression disrupts scal-
ing behaviour slightly, although regions of near-scaling (or pseudoscaling) and
rapid shape change can still be distinguished, allowing a similar qualitative
treatment in some respects. Computationally, the rapid dipole evolution of the
fixed coupling case is a greater challenge, as it requires that dipole evolution
take place over much larger scales before evolution can be considered to be in
the scaling region. This is the test case for which the code in this project is
written, forcing us to develop efficient code if we are to maintain a reasonable
degree of accuracy without using excessive computation time. The extension
to running coupling would be fairly straightforward and will significantly im-
prove the performance, as the detail of the dipole function does not need to be




This chapter documents the structure and properties of the parallel code devel-
oped to quickly and accurately evolve Wilson line 2-point function in rapidity
using the BK equation. A number of flow charts detailing the structure of the
code are included with the discussion in this chapter; the code itself may be
found in Appendix A. The chapter begins with a discussion of NVIDIA CUDA
and parallel programming in general, so that the later discussion of the code’s
structure can be made in this context.
3.1 Parallel development and CUDA C
3.1.1 GPUs and parallel development
Traditional CPU design is based on the idea of serial processing. Instructions
are executed one after another in sequence. Any instruction may or may not
depend on the previous instructions, but in code development, the developer
can be certain that when a given line of code executes, all previous lines have
already finished executing. This is often useful: for example, an ODE stepper
cannot calculate the second step in evolution until the first evolution step has
been executed. Attempting to perform the steps out of order would produce
nonsensical results. However, not all problems are inherently serial in nature.
For example, numerical evaluation of an integral requires that the integrand be
calculated at a number of grid locations. Each of these calculations is indepen-
dent of the others and the calculations can be performed in any order. In fact,
they might even be performed simultaneously, or in parallel. Non-traditional
processor design, where many less powerful processors execute instructions in
parallel can be extremely useful in these cases.
Sophisticated computer graphics area near-ubiquitous and lucrative exam-
ple of a parallelisable computer process. Effects on any given pixel typically do
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not involve physically distant pixels. This means that such effects can be cal-
culated on many pixels simultaneously. Massively parallel processors, called
Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) were developed to perform these opera-
tions. However GPUs are not inherently restricted to use in graphical contexts.
GPU developer NVIDIA has produced CUDA, an extension to the C program-
ming language which allows the developer to write hybrid code, using the se-
rial nature of CPU-executed code as a base from which to write parallel code
which is then executed on an NVIDIA GPU. In this project, CUDA C is used to
produce code that evolves the BK equation through rapidity with dramatically
improved speed/accuracy performance.
Although parallel implementations have many advantages, they are not al-
ways better than serial implementations, even when the process in question is
not inherently serial. This is in part due to the fact that the many processors
of a GPU are individually less powerful than the typical CPU: GPUs are de-
signed to handle huge numbers of small jobs simultaneously. It is also a result
of overheads. Copying data from the host to the device and vice versa is a
time-expensive process. If there is not a large gain to be made from parallelis-
ing the process, the costs in copying time are likely to outweigh the benefit of
decreased computation time. It is therefore necessary to be selective in the pro-
cesses chosen for parallelisation and to implement parallelised code in a fashion
that minimises the data to be copied.
The code in this work is written using CUDA C, which allows a hybrid of se-
rial and parellelised implementation. The main function of the C program is run
on the traditional CPU – called the host – while special kernel functions specify
code to be executed in parallel on the GPU. Time lost to overheads is therefore
primarily in the tranition between serial and parallel instructions, while comm-
nication between parallel threads is relatively fast, as all threads execute on the
GPU and can even make use of shared memory.
3.1.2 Race conditions
When a number of threads are executed simultaneously from the GPU kernel,
there is no guarantee that they will finish execution at exactly the same time or
in any particular order. Given that each thread will perform a slightly different
calculation and that timing is to some extent controlled at the driver / operating
system level, the order in which various threads reach a given point can be
considered to be random from the perspective of the developer. As long as
the execution of the threads is entirely independent, this ordering will have no
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effect. However, it is frequently useful to include some minor thread interaction
in the code. For example, if data is stored in shared memory, rather than per-
thread (usually to improve access speeds), no thread should attempt to use that
data until it has actually been loaded into shared memory. Situations in which
the order of thread execution becomes relevant give rise to race conditions, which
must be resolved by the developer to ensure that the results of the final code are
deterministic[42]. There are two tools in particular which are relevant to this
work in the context of race conditions.
The situation described above, where variables in shared memory must not
be accessed until they have been assigned is resolved using the CUDA com-
mand __syncthreads(). Threads which each this command in the code to be
executed are forced to halt until all threads have reached the __syncthreads()
commands, whereupon execution resumes[42]. This results in a bottleneck,
which may or may not be insignificant compared to the speed increase gained
from using shared memory. When a small amount of frequently used data is
stored in shared memory, the advantage of the speed up is usually more signif-
icant than the bottlenecking effect.
A race condition arises when multiple threads need to update the same vari-
able. In this project, integrals are calculated over many threads, which each
thread adding its contribution to the final integral result. The addition process
consists of reading the initial result, adding some value to it, and replacing the
initial result with the new result. If two threads that need to add to the result
variable must therefore do so sequentially, so that each thread adds to a result
including the previous thread’s contribution and no contributions are overwrit-
ten. This process is known as atomic addition. It is described in flowchart form
as part of Figure 3.2.
3.2 Overall algorithm and structure
At its heart, the problem of finding solutions to the BK equation is simply the
problem of stepping through the evolution of a differential equation; here this
is done very simply using the Euler forward step method. However, the equa-
tion has some features that require a little more thought, especially in regards
to their impact on the computational time complexity of the problem. In this
section we will discuss these features and the structure of a program that not
only accommodates the additional features, but attempts to compensate for the
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time-complexity which they introduce. As we will see in Chapter 4, these com-
pensation result in an order of magnitude performance improvement over the
type of code that is often considered the norm for this problem.
The first complication that we encounter is that Equation 2.31 does not evolve
a single variable, but a function. In order to evolve thus, we discretise the
function S(Y, r) along the r axis so that we have n variables S(Y, ri) whose
Y -evolution is described by the system of n coupled equations obtained by
discretising Equation 2.31 in r. The full solution S(Y, r) can be regained to
sufficient accuracy by interpolating between the S(Y, ri)s, assuming that the
initial discretisation is properly suited to the system. The problem of choosing
a method of discretisation is discussed in Section 3.3.1. Beyond the choice of a
discrete grid, this process is quite straightforward; however we take note that
is introduces a factor of n to the time complexity of the problem.
The interpolation necessitated by the discretisation along the r axis is now
a feature required by the process solving the BK equation. Interpolation is not
only an in-principle consideration for regaining the continuous form of S after
evolution. Instead, it is required for almost every integral in the evolution as in
general the term S(Y,
√
r2 + z2 − 2rz cos θ) is not a term that is explicitly stored
after discretisation. In theory more sophisticated interpolation routines may
allow greater coarseness of discretisation. In practise the scaling behaviour of
the solution means that the more immediate danger is that the function evolves
into an interval where extrapolation would be required. In guarding against
this, this discretisation is automatically such that linear interpolation suffices;
although future work might investigate means by which more sophisticated in-
terpolation and discretisation techniques might reduce the size of the problem,
we do not expect such effects to be significant.
The evolution is additionally complicated by the fact that the right hand side
of Equation 2.31 is not a particularly simple function. There is a two dimen-
sional integral that must be evaluated for each of the coupled equations, which
moreover, per Section 2.3.1, has an undefined integrand at certain points. This
requires some care in the selection of points to be evaluated numerically.
Both the coupled evolution of a large number of equations and the existence
of complex integrals within the equation make this problem a good candidate
for parallelisation to reduce running time. As the incremental change dS(ri)
that each dipole value experiences at each time step is independent of every
other dS(rj), there is no reason (beyond processor capabilities) to calculate these
values sequentially. As discussed in Section 3.1, most integrals are inherently
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amenable to parallelisation. We therefore may consider a priori that BK evolu-
tion is a good candidate for parallelisation and expect significant performance
gains from a parallel implementation.
While these processes are not the only parts of the code that could in princi-
ple be parallelised, they are the only parts for which we expect significant gains
from parallelisation and therefore the only parts of the code which are paral-
lelised in this implementation. This is because of the computation-copy time
tradeoff discussed in Section 3.1 above. If we lose as much time transferring
data between the host and device as we gain from the parallel implementation,
we would do better to turn our attention to other work. Therefore only the
computation of the dS(ri)s is carried out on the GPU device; this is, after all,
the bulk of the work.
The overall structure of the code, focussing on the serial portions thereof, is
described in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. These flowcharts describe the code executed
on the host in detail: this is primarily the initialisation stage of the code and var-
ious looping structures. The Y -evolution updates are of course required to be
sequential and could not be parallelised. Similarly the output processes are not
at all suitable to parallelisation. The rest of the code executed sequentially and
described in these flowcharts might in principle be to some degree parallelised,
but the gains would not outweigh the losses or would be marginal.
The parallel integral calculation procedure referenced in Figure 3.1 is de-
scribed in further detail in Figure 3.3. The integrand calculation referenced in
that flowchart is in turn described in Figure 3.4. As described above, the inter-
polation of the dipole function is done through simple linear interpolation. The
updates of the correlation length Rs(Y ) are done similarly. Since the correlation
length is defined by S(Y,Rs) = 12 , Rs can be calculated by a kind of ‘reverse
interpolation’. The points at which S(Y, r) is just greater and just less than 1
2
are found, and the point at which it would be the desired 1
2
is then linearly
interpolated. Two previous values of Rs are always stored so that the scaling
speed can be calculated using symmetric difference quotient numerical differ-
entiation. This means that the scaling speed outputs are at slightly different
rapidities from the dipole outputs if the two are output simultaneously in real
time, but the difference has no particular impact beyond basic testing, so this
does not in general prevent a single output step dealing with both the dipole
and the scaling speed. This is only particularly relevant when, as is useful for
most long runs, results are only output after an interval of a number of rapidity
steps. Otherwise each value will be output at every rapidity value at which it
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FIGURE 3.1: Flowchart 1A illustrates the structural flow of the code that evolves the
Wilson line 2-point function using the BK equation.It is continued in Figure 3.2.
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dipole at next point.
FIGURE 3.2: Flowchart 1B illustrates the structural flow of the code that evolves the
Wilson line 2-point function using the BK equation.It is continued from Figure 3.1.
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is calculated in any case.
3.3 Numerical analysis techniques
3.3.1 Discretisation and integral limits
The task of storing and calculating Ŝxy comes with inherent limitations. The
first of these has been discussed above: the function must be discretised and
calculated at discrete points. Given the shape of the function (as in Figure 4.1),
and because we expect it to scale logarithmically, we choose to distribute these
discrete points logarithmically. Since Ŝxy depends only the dipole separation
distance, we do not need to take a second dimension, such as a radial direction,
into account at this point. However, a second limitation of the computer has
already become apparent: even after discretising, we cannot store the function
on an infinite interval. We must thus ensure that our finite interval is such that
it is reasonable within our working accuracy to extrapolate that the function
is unity between the smallest point and the origin and zero beyond the largest
point.
As well as representing the dipole function, we need to calculate the inte-
grals which are used to evolve it. These integrals are performed over a two-
dimensional region. In principle this region is the infinite plane, but once the
integrand becomes sufficiently small it is reasonable to approximate it by zero
and thus reduce the region of integration. Additionally, the x↔ y symmetry of
the integrand means that even in principle it need only be integrated over half
the plane vertically and again, to a quarter, horizontally, with coordinates cho-
sen as is illustrated in Figure 3.5. This means that only one apparent singularity
need be integrated over, but substantially complicates the limits of integration.
The integration region is essentially broken into two parts, described as regions
A and B in Figure 3.5. For sufficiently small radial distance r, the integration







Beyond this disk lies a second region: here r extends out until infinity – or at
least as far as the integration grid on the computer – and θ is chosen to go from
one symmetry line to the other. Alternatively, one can think of θ as extending
from 0 to π and the extent of r being constrained so that it does not cross the
symmetry line. In either case, the equality at the symmetry line is r cos θ = |x|
2
.




|x|/2 dr. Such a limit is
cumbersome and inefficient to implement computationally and so instead the
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FIGURE 3.3: Flowchart 2 illustrates the structure of the code executed in parallel on
the GPU device, using CUDA C. Since many steps of the evolution integrals are inde-
pendent, the calculations can be performed simultaneously.
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FIGURE 3.4: Flowchart 3 illustrates the flow of the integration process performed on
the GPU device in parallel: since the integrand at a given point does not depend on
the integrand at any other point, the integrand can be calculated at all points simulta-
neously.
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function is redefined piecewise over the upper half plane: we simply check
whether or not the point under consideration falls beyond the symmetry line.
If it does so, the integrand there is set to zero without further computation.
y = 0 x
r cos θ = |x|
2
calculate integrand up to
set integrand to 0
end of integration grid
A
B
omit from integration region
θ
r
FIGURE 3.5: The x ↔ y symmetry of the integrand allows us to integrate over only
half the plane, while the symmetry about the horizontal axis reduces this fraction fur-
ther to a quarter. Additionally, we do not integrate over regions where the integrand
may be reasonably approximated as zero, so that we can obtain a finite integration
region.
After choosing the region of integration from symmetry constraints (although
the limits at which the integrand becomes negligible are still to be addressed)
we can consider the discretisation of the grid and the coordinate system in
which to perform the integral. Following the discussion of Section 2.3.1 we
choose to use polar coordinates within the integral. Given that there is a lot
of detail near the origin, as witnessed by the apparent divergences there, it
would be convenient to choose a radially logarithmic coordinate system for the
integral. While transforming the integral introduces a number of unwanted
complications, as discussed in Section 3.3.2, we can gain many of the same ben-
efits by choosing to distribute our discretised points logarithmically. There are
no particular features to induce us to choose our angular discretisation to be
other than uniform, so we choose a polar grid with uniformly separated angu-
lar points and logarithmically space radial points. This is illustrated in Figure
3.6.
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Having chosen the form of the distribution of the grid points, it remains
to decide on the region over which they should be distributed. However, it is
not entirely trivial to choose a point at which we begin to approximate the the
integrand as zero. A first point to consider may be the point at which we begin
to extrapolate the function as zero. Beyond this point we will certainly have
Ŝ(z) = 0, so that one term in the integrand is necessarily neglected, but the
other term is of the form 1
z(z−x)2 Ŝ(r) and need not be especially small, recalling
that we may have Ŝ(r) = 1. The size of contributions at this limit is therefore a
side effect of the choice of the scale on which the dipole function is stored. In
practice, we have found that it is simplest to run the code for various integration
regions so that the distance from the origin at which the integrand no longer
makes a significant contribution can be gauged by considering the changes in
the evolution results. This distance is typically around three times the distance
at which the dipole correlator is extrapolated to zero, depending on the desired
accuracy and other parameters of the solver.
3.3.2 Integration
Integral transformations and divergences








r2 + z2 − 2rz cos θ)S(z)− S(r)
)
, (3.1)
where we have factored out everything that we can. In this work, following
older work, we have not further transformed the integrand, instead using a
grid point spacing tailored to the nature of the integrand.
Considering the logarithmic nature of the scaling behaviour and the loga-
rithmic choice of discretisation made in Section 3.3.1 above, it does make sense
to further transform the integral so that z → ζ = ln(z). Then ζ would range
from−∞ to∞with the negative half line representing the region into which we
expect the interesting part of the dipole correlator to evolve. Doing do would
produce an integral of the form∫
dζdθ
1




r2 + z2 − 2rz cos θ)S(z)− S(r)
)
. (3.2)
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The evaluation of this integral on a uniform grid is equivalent to our evalua-
tion of the untransformed integral on a logarithmic grid. However, since we
have not transformed the integral, we will reformulate the trapezoidal rule to
account for the non-uniform grid.
The trapezoidal rule with a non-uniform grid
We choose our integration grid to be logarithmic in the radial direction, as the
most important features of the dipole are found logarithmically near to the ori-
gin, as discussed in Section 3.3.1. Such a grid is schematically illustrated in
Figure 3.6, both in the ‘circular’ sense usually associated with a radial grid and
in the rectangular sense in which we may deal with the grid after applying the
Jacobian factor. We will use this second image as a visual aid in deriving the
two-dimensional trapezoidal rule on a radially logarithmic grid. Three points
which will make different contributions to the integral are picked out: a point
in the middle of the grid (B), a point at a θ-extreme of the grid (A) and a point at
a z-extreme of the grid(C). We do not specifically include a corner point, as this
is merely the special case where a point is on both the θ-extreme and z-extreme
of the grid simultaneously and should follow both sets of special rules.
FIGURE 3.6: The radially logarithmic integration grid is shown schematically, both
before and after the effect of the Jacobian factor is taken into account. Points A, B and
C will each contribute differently to the integral result.
Point A is the simplest and most common case. The integrand here will
contribute to the average in all four surrounding blocks. In the θ part of the
integral, we simply weight this point by 2 before the measure is calculated (as
in the one-dimensional trapezoidal rule). In the z part of the integral we must
take into account the non-uniformity of the grid. This can be done by treating
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the measure dz as dzi where i references the grid block in question. The measure
must then be included in the weight for the integrand at each points. For point
A the weight is just dzleft + dzright.
Point B again is multiplied by 2 in the θ integral. However dzright is not
defined here: the point is only part of two blocks. The z weighting of this point
is therefore just dzleft. Similarly a point at the left extreme of the z values we
consider would be weighted by dzright.
Point C is perhaps the strangest point: in the circular diagram it appears
once, participating in four blocks, while in the rectangular diagram it appears
twice, contributing to two different blocks in each case. This is because the cir-
cular diagram explicitly incorporates the periodicity of the integrand in θ, while
the rectangular grid does not. One might consider that point C contributes to
four blocks or that it contributes to two blocks at θ = 0 and another two blocks
at θ = 2π. We will adopt the latter approach, as this generalises much better.
For example, if we integrate from θ = 0 to θ = π, over the upper semicircle
of the circular diagram, we would only want point C to contribute twice. The
θ weighting of points on θ extremes is thus 1 (with dθ to be considered later),
while the z weighting is determined as for point A or B, whichever is appropri-
ate.






f(zi, θj)(zi+1 − zi−1)dθ +
n−1∑
i=1




f(zi, θm)(zi+1 − zi−1)dθ +
m−1∑
j=1




f(zn, θj)(zn − zn−1)dθ + f(z0, θ0)(z1 − z0)dθ + f(z0, θm)(z1 − z0)dθ+
+f(zn, θ0)(zn − zn−1)dθ + f(zn, θm)(zn − zn−1)dθ (3.3)
This process is described, perhaps more efficiently, as a flowchart in Figure
3.4
3.4 Testing
Beyond comparing our results with values obtained elsewhere, we can perform
various other tests on the code to ensure that it behaves as we expect. The key
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features of this testing and results thereof are outlined in this section.
One of the most obvious candidates for unit testing – that is, testing of a
single code segment independently of the rest of the code – is the interpolation
routine. Even an apparently minor edge case error in interpolation can dra-
matically change the results of the evolution, as the function we are integrating
now differs significantly from the dipole we intend to integrate. We test the
interpolator by printing both the function at the stored points and the interpo-
lated function at various different points. There are a few test cases of interest.
Does the interpolator correctly interpolate the function at points where the ac-
tual value is stored? Does it correctly interpolate the function halfway between
two such points? Does it correctly interpolate the function at an arbitrary point
between two stored points, but closer to one than the other? Does the interpo-
lation routine handle cases where it is asked to extrapolate? Plotting the results
of interpolation at the relevant points against the stored values at the stored
points allows us to quickly diagnose problems with the interpolation routine.
















Dipole separation (arbitrary units)
Original data
Interpolation function
FIGURE 3.7: Plotting the original data and results of interpolating points near it
makes it visually obvious when the interpolator has misfunctioned, which is invalu-
able in development. Here, as an example, is shown a case where the interpolator has
failed to make a reasonable extrapolation when asked for a point beyond the range of
the original data.
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As discussed in Section 3.3.1, it is necessary to test the bounds used for the
various integrals to ensure that these are not artificially restricting the RHS pro-
duced through the integrals in question. In Figure 3.8 we plot the right-hand-
side of the BK equation at initial rapidity for various choices of the integration
boundaries. This allows us to find a point beyond which increasing the inte-
gration region does not affect the result, thereby ensuring that the result is not
artificially diminished. This plot can also be used to confirm that the initial















Dipole separation (arbitrary units)
Integration points equal storage points
Integration points double storage points
Integration points triple storage points
FIGURE 3.8: Comparison of the initial BK equation right-hand-side, where S(r) is
Gaussian, under different conditions. This allows us to choose numeric boundaries
for the integration region that do not affect the result of the integration. We observe
that the dashed lines which represent doubling and tripling the number of points
in the integration grid, respectively, lie exactly on top of one another. Increasing the
number of points considered beyond doubling them has no effect on the result and
would be a waste of computational resource. However, there is a significant change
from the case where the integration grid is no larger than the storage grid. It should
be noted that since the grid is logarithmic, doubling the number of points considered
does more than double the radial distance considered – rather, it squares it.
If the dipole evolution occurs correctly, it should be possible to calculate the
correlation length for each rapidity and hence the change in the scaling speed
with rapidity. From Section 2.3.2, we expect that the scaling speed must reach
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some asymptotic value if the coupling is fixed, since the scaling behaviour be-
comes exact. This behaviour is demonstrated in Chapter 4. A contributor to
the scaling behaviour that must also be tested is the correlation length calcu-
lator. This can be tested visually by plotting the dipole function at various ra-
pidities, in each case scaled by the appropriate correlation length. This should
result in the coincidence of the midpoints of all the dipole functions and eventu-
ally, when plotted on a logarithmic scale, the dipole functions at high rapidities
should be indistinguishable, since the only distinguishing feature, the scaling,
has been removed. This behaviour can be observed in Figure 4.3 of the follow-
ing chapter.
3.5 Alternative techniques and potential future work
There are a number of numerical methods and techniques which have not been
directly utilised in this project, but which would bear further investigation. For
example, one dimensional work (in which the angular part of the integral has
been factored out) has made use of fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) to compute
the integrals. This can in principle also be done in the two dimensional case.








d2zK(x, z) = (f ∗ f)(x)−S(r)
∫
d2zK(x, z) (3.4)
where f(x) = S(x)
x2
and K(x, z) = 1
(x−z)2z2 . After Fourier transforming the con-
volution, one need only multiply, instead of integrating: thus the use of FFTs
significantly boosts efficiency. However the technique is generally less useful
in the two-dimensional case, as it becomes impractical to store f(x) on a suffi-
ciently fine uniform grid and FFTs traditionally require that the function to be
transformed is stored on a uniform grid. However, work in numerical analy-
sis such as [43, 44] has introduced methods for performing Fourier transforms
on non-uniform grids at speeds comparable to those of FFTs. These methods
may make it plausible to solve the two-dimensional equation in Fourier space,
although further investigation would be required.
Alternatively, if the equation is solved using direct integration, there is scope
to investigate more sophisticated quadrature rules. While the two-dimensional
trapezoidal rule described above is sufficient to demonstrate the utility of par-
allelising the evolution calculation, more sophisticated quadrature rules should
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improve the efficiency of the code, perhaps significantly. In particular, the trans-
formation discussed in Section 3.3.2 should make the implementation of inte-
gration rules such as Gaussian or Curtis-Clenshaw quadrature relatively sim-
ple.
Another conventional technique which may have a significant impact on
the efficiency of the code is the choice of ODE stepper. The code in this project
simply uses an Euler forward step algorithm; an algorithm such as fourth order
Runge-Kutta should improve the efficiency dramatically if it can be done with-
out introducing new overheads into the parallelisation process. As the code
is presently structured, only the integration phase of evolution is parallelised.
The update phase is not performed on the GPU, but on the host device. Since
Runge-Kutta methods require several integrations and updates in each time
step, implementing such a method would introduce a large overhead as the
results of various integrals are copied back and forth between the host and
the device. However, if the code was structured such that the dipole update
phase occurred on the device, there would be no such overhead and the speed
increase possible by using fourth order Runge Kutta ODE stepping could be
investigated.
Much of the programme’s resource-hungry nature is controlled by the re-
quirement for the dipole to be stored on a huge grid encompassing many scales.
Since the dipole does not occupy all of these scales at once, it may be possible
to make use of a dynamic grid, which stores only the parts of the dipole that
it does not make sense to extrapolate at a given rapidity and changes with the
rapidity under consideration. Initial experimentation with such a grid system
has shown that it is less obviously useful than it might seem, because the bulk
of the code executes while the dipole is changing shape. During this shape
change, the curve tends to become shallower (for the ICs considered) so that
the relevant part of the dipole function effectively becomes longer. Thus for a
significant period of evolution, the grid would not be able to shift, or would
shift very little, making the dynamic property less useful than it initially ap-
pears. However, it may be worth investigating the effect of applying such a




4.1 Solutions to the BK equation
In this section we present the results of evolving the dipole function from Gaus-
sian initial conditions using the BK equation. The width of the Gaussian initial
condition is chosen so that the dipole function is 10−6 at the end of the dipole
storage grid. Changing the width of this Gaussian is essentially a rescaling of
the units, since it changes the value of Rs(Y0) without changing the shape of
the dipole function. The coupling constant is set to αs = 0.217. The function
is stored at 2750 points, allowing ample room for the evolution from 0 to 38
rapidity. Evolution proceeds in steps of size 0.01, for a total of 4000 steps taken.
Integration is perform over 128 angular increments and 5500 radial increments
(a total grid size of somewhat more than 700,000 points). Significantly smaller
grid sizes resulted in numerical artifacts, such as oscillations, bad extrapola-
tion or the inconsistency demonstrated in Figure 3.8. With these parameters,
on a commercially available GPU (see Table 4.2), the code finished execution in
about 31 hours, as the dipole function began to scale.
In Figure 4.1 we plot the dipole function over its evolution using uniformly
scaled axes. It is evident from the plot that it is more natural to display the
dipole separation on a logarithmically spaced grid to show the relevant detail
of the function and we do this in Figure 4.2. The scaling behaviour also becomes
evident in this plot. Since we have derived the scaling to be logarithmic in
Section 2.3.2, it is unsurprising that this is seen on a logarithmic grid.
We can examine the scaling behaviour more closely by scaling the dipole
function at each rapidity by the corresponding correlation length. This is done
in Figure 4.3. Rapidity evolution of the curve in this sense is from less dense to
more dense, as the scaling speed increases with rapidity. As the solution begins
to scale, the curves in Figure 4.3 lie directly on top of one another. This is further
elucidated in Figure 4.4, which shows dS
dY
(r/Rs(Y ), Y ) over a range of rapidities,
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Dipole separation in units of Rs(Y0)
FIGURE 4.1: The evolution of the dipole from a Gaussian initial condition is plotted
on a uniform scale. It is clear that much of the detail will be better displayed using a












Dipole separation in units of Rs(Y0) (log scale)
FIGURE 4.2: The evolution of the dipole function from Gaussian initial conditions
through 39 units of rapidity is plotted. Evolution used the BK equation with fixed
coupling. Although the function initially changes shape, by the end of the evolution it
scales with no shape change.
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in each case scaled by the appropriate correlation length. Initially the shape is
relatively complex as the dipole function undergoes its most significant shape
changes. However, it can be seen that, as one might expect, the dS
dY
(r/Rs(Y ), Y )
term tends towards a final shape, with ever smaller changes (recalling that in
this form scaling effects are removed, as in Figure 4.4) until it reaches a constant
form in which scaling effects are the only change. This is consistent with the





















FIGURE 4.3: Here the dipole function is plotted at various rapidities. In each case
the dipole separation is expressed in units of the correlation length of the rapidity
in question. This rescaling means that the scaling effects of evolution become invisible
in this plot and only the shape-change effects remain. Because eventually all effects
are scaling effects, the curves for the dipole function at the last several rapidities plot-
ted lie directly on top of one another. Beyond observing that this scaling behaviour is
indeed evident, we can also note the nature of the change of shape during the initial
stage before the solution begins to scale. We see that the curve of the Gaussian initial
condition (marked in in the plot) becomes shallower over the course of evolution as
it tends toward the scaling shape. We also note that while the scaling speed increases
with rapidity (see Figure 4.5), the change of shape begins rapidly and slows as the
final shape is produced, resulting in the denser set of curves near to the final state.
We also examine the scaling behaviour via the scaling speed in Figure 4.5.
This shows the scaling speed calculated at various rapidities, plotted against
the corresponding correlation lengths. The data corresponding to this plot is
shown in Table 4.1 and allows us to confirm that λ has become constant to






















Dipole separation r in rapidity-dependent units of Rs(Y ) (log scale)
initial shape change
shape becomes constant
FIGURE 4.4: This plot shows a scaled version of the right-hand-side of the BK equa-
tion, giving the change dSdY (r/Rs(Y ), Y ) for various rapidities, beginning with a Gaus-
sian initial condition. The scale is rapidity-dependent and chosen to minimise scal-
ing effects in the plot, so that changes of shape become evident. Initially we see that
dS
dY (r/Rs(Y ), Y ) has a relatively complex form, as the dipole function undergoes its
most dramatic shape changes. This rescaling of the right-hand-side of the BK equa-
tion then tends towards its final state. The shifts are ever smaller, until it becomes
constant, signifying that the only change which the dipole function undergoes is loga-
rithmic scaling, with no change to its shape. The fashion in which these shifts become
increasingly small is consistent with the fact that in Figure 4.3 the scaled trajectories
of the dipole function become increasingly dense before finally becoming constant.
We observe that the dip in the change function becomes deeper as the scaling speed
increases (with increasing rapidity) and moves to the right as the function assumes its
final form.
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within numerical noise by the end of the evolution period. This satisfies the
scaling properties of Section 2.3.2 and is an important test of the code. It is
also one of the most difficult tests to perform, since the dipole function does
not begin to scale long before the rapidity reaches 40, although Rs and the re-
gion in which the dipole function has the most detail varies a great deal over
this range. The computational resources required to deal with this are substan-
tial. Including next-to-leading order corrections by allowing the coupling to
run would make this test impossible, since true scaling is never achieved when
the coupling runs, but also significantly slow down the evolution of the dipole
function, so that it is not necessary to reach such a large range of Rs values



















Rs(Y ) in units of Rs(Y0) (log scale)
FIGURE 4.5: The evolution of the scaling speed through 40 units of rapidity is plotted,
where the dipole initial condition was Gaussian. Evolution made use of the BK equa-
tion with fixed coupling. Initially the scaling speed changes rapidly, but by the end of
the evolution period the solution is scaling and λ reaches a final value of 0.851. Notice
that the scaling speed only flattens out over the last few time steps, although a visual
inspection of the dipole function might have suggested that true scaling had been
reached much earlier. By consulting Table 4.1 we see that just before 40 rapidity steps,
the scaling speed truly begins to stabilise to within the accuracy of the numerics.
Our results here can be compared to those of Kuokannen, Rummukainen
and Weigert in [37], where they find similar results for fixed coupling evolution.
For illustration purposes, we also include their plot for the running coupling
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TABLE 4.1: The numerical values obtained for the scaling speed at various rapidities.
These are plotted in Figure 4.5. Inspecting the last few values in the table, we see that
the scaling speed has stablised to within numerical accuracy.
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case in Figure 4.6. We anticipate that similar results would be obtained upon
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Successful
range for λ
FIGURE 4.6: The results of Kuokannen, Rummukainen and Weigert in [37] for BK
evolution with running coupling are displayed for illustrative purposes. This be-
haviour can be anticipated as the result of extending the code developed here to in-
clude running coupling effects.
4.2 Computational performance and benchmarking
Details in the literature on the computational performance of this type of code
are scarce. However, from informal discussions and comparisons, we expect
this code to have about an order of magnitude improvement in accuracy/-
time performance over typical serial implementations. The statistics presented
here are for evolution to full scaling behaviour with fixed coupling. It should
be remembered that if the coupling was allowed to run, the evolution would
become simpler in the sense of scales to be considered (since the evolution
speed would be slowed significantly[41]) and computation would be signifi-
cantly faster. Nonetheless, calculations of interest, such as odderon evolution,
require increasing large amounts of storage and computation. In the odderon
case, evolution also encompasses an imaginary part and the dipole function
must be stored in two dimensions, with full angular dependence. The perfor-
mance increases realised in this situation will be equally applicable in those,
with the added advantage of the possibility of rigorous testing in the fixed cou-
pling case.
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GeForce GTX 970
CUDA Driver Version / Runtime Version 7.5 / 7.5
CUDA Capability Major/Minor version number: 5.2
Total amount of global memory: 4096 MBytes (4294967296 bytes)
(13) Multiprocessors, (128) CUDA Cores/MP: 1664 CUDA Cores
GPU Max Clock rate: 1253 MHz (1.25 GHz)
Memory Clock rate: 3505 Mhz
Memory Bus Width: 256-bit
L2 Cache Size: 1835008 bytes
Maximum Texture Dimension Size (x,y,z) 1D=(65536), 2D=(65536, 65536), 3D=(4096, 4096, 4096)
Maximum Layered 1D Texture Size, (num) layers 1D=(16384), 2048 layers
Maximum Layered 2D Texture Size, (num) layers 2D=(16384, 16384), 2048 layers
Total amount of constant memory: 65536 bytes
Total amount of shared memory per block: 49152 bytes
Total number of registers available per block: 65536
Warp size: 32
Maximum number of threads per multiprocessor: 2048
Maximum number of threads per block: 1024
Max dimension size of a thread block (x,y,z): (1024, 1024, 64)
Max dimension size of a grid size (x,y,z): (2147483647, 65535, 65535)
Maximum memory pitch: 2147483647 bytes
Texture alignment: 512 bytes
Concurrent copy and kernel execution: Yes, with 2 copy engines
Run time limit on kernels: No
Integrated GPU sharing Host Memory: No
Support host page-locked memory mapping: Yes
Alignment requirement for Surfaces: Yes
Device has ECC support: Disabled
CUDA Device Driver Mode (TCC or WDDM): WDDM (Windows Display Driver Model)
Device supports Unified Addressing (UVA): Yes
Device PCI Domain ID / Bus ID / location ID: 0 / 1 / 0
Compute Mode: Default
TABLE 4.2: This table displays the full specifications of the GPU used to evolve the
dipole function in this project.
We present the detailed specifications of the GPU used for evolution in Table
4.2. Table 4.3 shows a profile of the code’s execution via NVIDIA tool nvprof.
We see that the overwhelming majority of computation time is devoted to in-
tegral calculations, which is to be expected when an effort is made to minimise
the overheads of the programme.
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Profile:
Time(%) Time Calls Avg Min Max Name
100.00% 2e+05s 4000 42.1068s 42.0905s 42.6120s integrationKernel
0.00% 15.747ms 8001 1.9680us 1.9190us 8.1280us [CUDA memcpy HtoD]
0.00% 12.500ms 4000 3.1240us 3.0710us 8.8000us [CUDA memcpy DtoH]
API calls:
Time(%) Time Calls Avg Min Max Name
100.00% 2e+05s 12001 14.0345s 6.1990us 42.6120s cudaMemcpy
0.00% 150.16ms 3 50.052ms 7.5400us 150.14ms cudaMalloc
0.00% 43.501ms 4000 10.875us 9.9120us 155.08us cudaLaunch
0.00% 2.4437ms 12000 203ns 134ns 7.9270us cudaSetupArgument
0.00% 1.5086ms 4000 377ns 306ns 3.5070us cudaConfigureCall
0.00% 288.64us 83 3.4770us 319ns 118.89us cuDeviceGetAttribute
0.00% 37.546us 1 37.546us 37.546us 37.546us cuDeviceTotalMem
0.00% 31.256us 1 31.256us 31.256us 31.256us cuDeviceGetName
0.00% 2.0070us 2 1.0030us 587ns 1.4200us cuDeviceGetCount
0.00% 1.1140us 2 557ns 399ns 715ns cuDeviceGet
TABLE 4.3: The analysis of NVIDIA profiler nvprof of the CUDA code used to
evolve the BK equation is shown here for a sample run of 4000 time steps. Only the
integration procedure and the copying of data between the GPU and the host com-





In this project we have presented a performance-oriented implementation of
numerical BK evolution. We have made use of parallelisation and GPU pro-
gramming techniques to enhance the speed of the code, allowing for greater
accuracy within a given time frame for computation. The performance im-
provements over typical serial code are estimated to around an order of mag-
nitude. Possibilities to further improve the numerical performance of the code
have been discussed in Chapter 3. These include implementing superior ODE
stepping, such as the fourth order Runge Kutta method and investigating bet-
ter quadrature rules for the integrals which are so frequently performed in BK
evolution.
Additionally, there are a number of theoretical extensions and applications
to which the code is well suited and which could be implemented straightfor-
wardly. In this sense the code has been designed as a cornerstone on which
more complex evolution programmes can be built, making use of the same nu-
merical framework. The simplest of these extensions would be to introduce
NLO correction in the form of running coupling, which would require only
minimal extensions. Further work might go on to include higher order correc-
tions to the 2-point function, ,making use of the appropriate resummations. It
would also be possible to include higher order corrections to the 2-point func-
tion, as in [1], where the increase in available accuracy may be helpful in ad-
dressing questions of instability discussed there and in [2, 46]. It would also be
possible to extend the code to consider 3-point and 4-point functions. Another
option made available for exploration is that of evolving the dipole function in
the full Gaussian truncation, rather than the large-Nc limit of the BK equation.
This extensibility makes the code well suited to applications in topics such as
single transverse spin asymmetries and transverse momentum distributions, as
in the context of [6–8].
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Overall, then, we have introduced the ideas of the CGC and JIMWLK evo-
lution. Considering the evolution of the Wilson line 2-point correlator, we
have also introduced the BK equation and considered its relation to the Gaus-
sian truncation of JIMWLK evolution for the 2-point function. Considering the
properties of the BK equation, we have implemented a parallel version of evo-
lution of the dipole correlator, with the result of significant performance in-
creases. We have used this code to evolve the dipole under conditions of fixed
coupling. There are numerous potential extensions to the code, many of them
straightforward, which would allow application to interesting issues in modern
CGC physics. Possibilities for further work on this topic are broad indeed.
Appendix A
Code
1/* --------------------- BALITSKY-KOVCHEKOV EQUATION ON A GPU -------------------- *\
2|This code depends on CUDA (see developer.nvidia.com/cuda-toolkit for installation).|
3|It solves the BK equation with fixed coupling and outputs to the files |
4| dipole.dat scaling-speed.dat rhs.dat |
5| |
6|With the CUDA toolkit installed, compile with |
7| nvcc parallel-BK.cu -o <output file name> |
8| |













22//parameters have been done via preprocessor constants to avoid memory allocation issues
23//replacing array declarations with pointers and allocating memory by hand would mean these
24//definitions could be read into variable from a parameters file instead
25
26#define dipoleSize 2750 //this is the number of points at which the dipole is stored & governs the level of
detail near 0
27#define thetaSize 128 //the number of angular increments in the integral. must be <1024 due to CUDA
thread # limits
28#define extraZ 2 //how far beyond the storage limit do we extend the integration limit?
29//the total grid must not exceed GPU memory! (2GB in my case)
30//dipoleSize^2*extraZ*thetaSize*sizeof(float)
31
32#define dY 1e-2 //time step
33#define totSteps 4000 //number of steps to evolve in total
34#define stepsPerWrite 100 //number of steps to evolve before writing to file
35
36
37//these variable are declared as global constants, to the dismay of good practitioners everywhere
38//h_ and d_ prefixes indicate host and device variables respectively. this will become apparent when allocate
memory
39//the Rs variables have no prefixes, because the device never deals with that sort of information
40//you will notice that we use floats and not doubles -- partly to keep memory usage down, but mostly because cuda
support for floats is better
41







49//we declare both host and device functions here
50//__global__ functions run on the device, but can be called from the host
51//__device__ functions are invisible to the host
52//functions without __prefixes__ are ordinary C++ functions
53
54//this is the kernel that makes the GPU do the integration and return the results
55__global__ void integrationKernel(float *dipole, float *resultArray, float * pts);
55
56 Appendix A. Code
56
57//a function to test the interpolator (must run on the device, since the interpolator is on the device)
58__global__ void testInterpolator(float *dipole, float *resultArray, float * pts);
59
60//this is a function that handles all the interpolation, on the GPU since that’s where we need it!
61__device__ float interpolate(float values[dipoleSize], float posn, float * pts);
62
63//this is a function that calculate the scaling speed and writes the relevant info to file
64void writeState(float rapidity, float dipole[dipoleSize], float points[dipoleSize*extraZ], float rhs[dipoleSize],
float pf);
65
66//this is a function to update the Rs cohort at every step, so that we have good lambda calculations when we want
them
67void calcRs(float dipole[dipoleSize], float points[dipoleSize*extraZ]);
68
69






75//set up the files for data output, including some description








84dipoleFile << "#this file describes the dipole function S(r) at various rapidities. \n #Rapidity \t Separation \t S
(r)"<<endl;
85//we comment out the first scaling speed in advance, since it does not calculate well due to fencepost issues and
isn’t particularly needed anyway
86speedFile << "#this file gives the scaling speed and correlation length R_s at various rapidities. \n #Rapidity \t
Rs \t lambda"<<endl<<"#";






92//here we declare a number of pointers and allocate memory to them, either on the device or the host
93//recall that h_ and d_ prefixes are used to distinguish host and device variables
94//the cudaMalloc function manages memory allocation on the device, but host memory is allocated with malloc as
normal
95
96h_radialPoints = (float *) malloc(extraZ*dipoleSize*sizeof(float));
97cudaMalloc(&d_dipole, dipoleSize*sizeof(float));//the dipole values
98cudaMalloc(&d_resultArray, dipoleSize*sizeof(float));//with an entry for each r - not quite dS(r) yet
99cudaMalloc(&d_radialPoints, extraZ*dipoleSize*sizeof(float));//those points
100float * h_dipole;
101h_dipole = (float *) malloc(dipoleSize*sizeof(float));//the dipole values
102float * h_resultArray;
103h_resultArray = (float *) malloc(dipoleSize*sizeof(float));//with an entry for each r - not quite dS(r) yet, but we
’ll operate on it after copying from the device
104
105
106//as part of the setup, we declare variables that describe the thread & block breakdown with which we want the
kernel to run
107//we include thetaSize-1 threads in each block, since each thread corresponds to an angular discretisation
108//the grid is two-dimensional, with the first dimension of blocks corresponding to the radial discretisation and





113//with the computational setup complete, we can move on the more mathematical side of things and set up initial
conditions
114
115//first we set up the points at which the dipole will be stored and the integral performed -- these are logarithmic
116//it makes sense to reuse the first few radial integrator points as storage points for the dipole function
117//note that these are NOT the dipole values -- just the points for which we will store the dipole values [r, not S(
r)]
118for (int i=0; i<dipoleSize*extraZ; i++)
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119h_radialPoints[i] = 1e-3*exp(1e-2*(i - dipoleSize/2));
120
121
122//once we have the points as which to store the dipole, we can calculate the values we want to store
123//our IC is a Gaussian, scaled to fit onto the grid we chose above (but its relation to the Rs(Y_0) units doesn’t
change)
124//to this end we calculate a width parameter -- not the literal width, but a related value -- based on the grid
125float width = log(1e-6)/pow(h_radialPoints[dipoleSize-1], 2);
126for (int i =0; i<dipoleSize; i++)
127h_dipole[i] = exp(width*h_radialPoints[i]*h_radialPoints[i]);
128
129//we calculate the initial correlation length now so that the scaling speed calculations kick in ASAP
130Rs=sqrt(log(0.5)/width);//we can try
131
132//we have populated the set of radial points in host memory, but it will also be needed in device memory, so we
copy it there too
133cudaMemcpy(d_radialPoints, h_radialPoints, dipoleSize*extraZ*sizeof(float), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
134
135
136//we factor everything we can out of the integral calculation, so that it can just be done once at the end this
leaves us with a prefactor that we value here
137//dS = r^2*timestep*(alpha*Nc/(2pi^2))*integral
138//we also need a factor of d\theta, which we factored out of the quadrature rule. this cancels a factor of 2pi
139//we only perform a quarter of the integral, but the factor of 4 in the quadrature rule exactly cancels this
140
141float prefactor = 0.5 * dY/thetaSize * (0.217*3/M_PI);
142
143
144//START OF TESTING SECTION
145
146//once initialsation is complete, there are a number of tests that can be run by uncommenting the appropriate
section below
147//I would skip this section on a first readthrough of the code
148//most of these output to stdout, so you might want to run ’./a.out > testdata’ or similar
149//it generally makes sense to set totsteps to 0, since actual evolution is generally not relevant if you’re doing
these tests












161//update dipole and resultArray on device so we can calculate there
162for (int i=0; i<dipoleSize; i++) h_resultArray[i]=0;
163cudaMemcpy(d_resultArray, h_resultArray, dipoleSize*sizeof(float), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
164cudaMemcpy(d_dipole, h_dipole, dipoleSize*sizeof(float), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
165*/
166/*
167//call the GPU integration routine
168integrationKernel<<<grid, block>>>(d_dipole, d_resultArray, d_radialPoints);//<<<blocks, threadsPerBlock>>>
169
170//copy results of integration (in d_resultArray) back to the host
171cudaMemcpy(h_resultArray, d_resultArray, dipoleSize*sizeof(float), cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
172






178cudaMemcpy(d_dipole, h_dipole, dipoleSize*sizeof(float), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
179
180//call the interpolation test routine
181testInterpolator<<<1, dipoleSize>>>(d_dipole, d_resultArray, d_radialPoints);//<<<blocks, threadsPerBlock
>>>
182//cudaMemcpy(h_resultArray, d_resultArray, dipoleSize*sizeof(float), cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
183cudaMemcpy(h_resultArray, d_resultArray, dipoleSize*sizeof(float), cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
184
185for (int i=0; i<dipoleSize; i++) cout<<h_radialPoints[i]<<"\t"<<h_dipole[i]<< "\t"<<(h_radialPoints[i]+
h_radialPoints[i+1])/2<<"\t"<<h_resultArray[i]<<endl;





189//END OF TESTING SECTION
190
191
192//if we aren’t running tests, we just need to loop through evolution steps now that initialisation is complete
193
194for (int step=0; step<totSteps; step++)
195{
196//update the correlation length at every step, so that we have data to calculate the scaling speed locally





201//the GPU needs to be intialised before calculation are carried out
202//the sums must all start at zero and the dipole values must be up to date, so we copy those values across
from the device
203
204for (int i=0; i<dipoleSize; i++) h_resultArray[i]=0;//this is exceedingly hacky, but right now I’m just
satisfied that it works
205
206cudaMemcpy(d_resultArray, h_resultArray, dipoleSize*sizeof(float), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
207cudaMemcpy(d_dipole, h_dipole, dipoleSize*sizeof(float), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
208
209
210//with the GPU set up, we can call the integration routine on the device
211//notice that the kernel reads in parameter from device memory, not host memory
212//the <<<...>>> allows us to assign the number of blocks and threads per block, using the variable we
defined earlier
213
214integrationKernel<<<grid, block>>>(d_dipole, d_resultArray, d_radialPoints);
215
216
217//once the integrator has run, copy the results that have been calculated and stored on device memory back
to the host
218//if something is going wrong, it tends to crop up here, so proper error checking is useful
219//IME most errors are caused by memory allocation problem. Timeout errors probably mean the GPU needs
restarting, because this kernel is quick to execute
220
221cudaError_t copyReturn = cudaMemcpy(h_resultArray, d_resultArray, dipoleSize*sizeof(float),
cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
222if (copyReturn) cerr<<"Error copying from GPU device: "<<copyReturn<<"."<<endl;
223
224//check how far we are through the evolution steps and write to file if appropriate
225//writing at this point lets us output S and the dS/dY it produces together
226if (step%stepsPerWrite==0) writeState(step*dY, h_dipole, h_radialPoints, h_resultArray, pf/dY);
227
228//once the results are copied across, they can be used to update the dipole
229//arguments for moving this step onto the GPU to enable RK are made in my MSc thesis
230//if you did that, you would only need to copy back to the host when you wanted to write to file, reducing
copying time even further (up to Rs calculations)
231//(don’t try to write to file from the GPU unless you are willing to think very hard about race conditions.
it tends to be unpredicatable)
232for (int i=0; i<dipoleSize; i++)
233{
234//multiply in everything we factored out of the integral this allows an error checking statement on
the dS quantity
235float addend =prefactor*h_radialPoints[i]*h_radialPoints[i]*h_resultArray[i];
236//we could also use this space to output the RHS, which might be useful
237//cout<<"Error! dS = "<<addend<<", result = "<< h_resultArray[i]<< " @ " << h_radialPoints[i] <<".
Copy return was "<<copyReturn<<"."<<endl;
238
239//finally, actually add the increment to the function
240h_dipole[i] += addend;
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249//
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------//




254__global__ void integrationKernel(float *dipole, float *resultArray, float * pts){
255//this is the kernel that makes the GPU do the integration and return the results
256//it takes in the dipole array and a place to spit out the results of the integration
257//(which depend on the dipole array and some constant stuff that we can precalculate
258
259
260//each thread needs to know what theta, z, r it is working on
261//since z and r values are shared across blocks, they only need to be looked up once per block










272}//end if master thread
273
274//make sure we’re all caught up with the parameters
275__syncthreads();
276
277//now we calculate the integrand, given these parameters
278
279//first some set up
280float integrand;
281float diff = z*z + (r)*(r) - 2*z*(r)*cos(theta);//this is the the square of the vector difference
282
283
284//skip the cancelling infinity at the origin and anything on the far side of the symmetry line




289//if we’re in the proper integration region, calculate the integrand
290else
291{
292//calculate the value of the integrand at this grid location
293
294//we have to interpolate one of the relevant dipole values, but can look the others up directly because of
the way our grid is structured
295float Sd = interpolate(dipole, sqrt(diff), pts);
296float Sz = dipole[blockIdx.x];
297float Sr = dipole[blockIdx.y];
298
299//once we have all the components, we stick them together to get the integrand at this grid point
300integrand = ((Sd*Sz -Sr)/(z*diff));
301
302//now we use out irregular trap quadrature rule (described in the thesis) to weight this appropriately
303if (!(threadIdx.x == 0 || threadIdx.x == thetaSize-1))
304integrand *= 2;
305if (blockIdx.x == 0)
306integrand *= pts[blockIdx.x + 1] - z;
307else if (blockIdx.x == extraZ*dipoleSize -1)
308integrand *= z - pts[blockIdx.x - 1];
309else
310integrand *= pts[blockIdx.x + 1] - pts[blockIdx.x - 1];
311
312//remember that we have factored everything we possibly can out of the quadrature rule -- we don’t even
have a d\theta term here, since that’s a constant
313
314}//end else calculate integrand
315
316//we sum the weighted integrand terms to get the integral itself
317//(up to factored out pieces, which are large -- so this is orders of magnitude away from the actual result)











327__device__ float interpolate(float * values, float posn, float * pts)
328{
329//this is a function that handles all the interpolation
330
331//first check if we’re being asked to extrapolate
332//if we are, return an asymptotic value (if that’s inappropriate, something has gone very wrong)
333











345//we’re going to linearly interpolate by drawing a straight line between the points neighbouring the one we want
346//we calculate weights based on how far the neighbouring stored points are from the desired point
347
348float normalisation = pts[i]-pts[i-1];
349float lowerWeight = (pts[i] - posn)/normalisation;
350float upperWeight = (posn - pts[i-1])/normalisation;
351










361void writeState(float rapidity, float dipole[dipoleSize], float points[dipoleSize*extraZ], float rhs[dipoleSize],
float pf){
362//a nice simple subroutine with nothing to do with parallelisation
363
364//open up the files we’re outputting to





370dipoleFile.open("dipole.dat", ios::out | ios::app);
371speedFile.open("scaling-speed.dat", ios::out | ios::app);
372rhsFile.open("rhs.dat", ios::out | ios::app);
373
374//set the precision of the writes to be reasonably high





380//write the dipole & rhs data to file
381
382for (int i=0; i<dipoleSize; i++)
383{
384dipoleFile << rapidity << "\t" << points[i] << "\t" << dipole[i] << endl;
385rhsFile << rapidity << "\t" << points[i] << "\t" << h_resultArray[i]*pf*points[i]*points[i] << endl;
386}





392//we calculate the scaling speed from the automatically updated Rs values and write it to file
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393//we could get fancy and try to avoid the fencepost problem for the initial state, but it doesn’t really change
much
394//in general the scaling speed is one baby time step behind the dipole trajectory, but it’s a very small
difference and they aren’t directly compared anyway
395//we don’t need a newline, since there’s a single scaling speed trajectory for the entire evolution
396
397speedFile << rapidity-dY << "\t" <<Rs << "\t" << -(log(newRs) - log(oldRs))/dY<<endl;
398












410void calcRs(float dipole[dipoleSize], float points[dipoleSize*extraZ])
411//this calculates the correlation length by simple linear interpolation
412//we keep three values of the correlation length around so the we can do symmetric fintie difference calculations
for the scaling speed
413
414{




419//calculate the new value
420
421//find the stored point closest to 1/2






428//we will linearly interpolate the point where S(r) is actually 0.5
429//calculate the weights to do so
430float upperWeight = (dipole[i-1] - 0.5)/(dipole[i-1]-dipole[i]);
431float lowerWeight = (0.5 - dipole[i])/(dipole[i-1]-dipole[i]);
432









441__global__ void testInterpolator(float *dipole, float *resultArray, float * pts)
442//a simple GPU kernel to test the interpolator




447int i = threadIdx.x;








455There’s a dog at the end of the world
456with a sad smile and a bow tie,
457with a mile-high wagging tail
458waving a flag that says
459YOU MADE IT!
460on one side in bouncing yellow letters, and
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461THAT’S ALL FOLKS :(
462on the other side, in wistful blue.
463
464--Helen Harvey
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